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1- Introduction 

 

 

The workshop was held at LAAS, on 12-13 March 2009. It was aimed at presenting the results of 
ReSIST. 

The workshop was attended by 63 persons.  

The remainder of this report gives: 

1) The workshop programme. 

2) The attendance list. 

3) The copies of the slides presented during the workshop. 
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2- Programme 
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ReSIST: Resilience for Survivability in IST 

A European Network of Excellence 
http://www.resist-noe.eu 

Final Workshop 
 
 

12-13 March 2009 
 

LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse, France 
 

 
 

The challenges raised for achieving satisfactorily dependability and security of the 
emerging ubiquitous systems are sharpened by the statistical evidence that those 
systems suffer from a gap in the achieved capabilities with respect to the expectations of 
the stakeholders.  

A central characteristic of those ubiquitous systems being the continuous evolutionary 
changes they are facing, scaling up their dependability and security requests a resilience 
view in order to cope with and to adapt to these evolutionary changes. The changes can 
be functional, technological, environmental, and include threat evolutions. Such changes 
drastically increase uncertainty about system and infrastructure behaviour. 

The workshop is aimed at presenting the results and the findings of the European 
Network of Excellence ReSIST for resilience of computing systems and information 
infrastructures to enable their dependability and security to scale-up. 
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Workshop Schedule 

Thursday 12 March 

8h - 9h Registration and welcome coffee 

9h - 9h25 Workshop Introduction, Jean-Claude Laprie (LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse, France) 
9h25 - 10h05 Training and Dissemination, Luca Simoncini (University of Pisa, Italy) 
10h05 - 10h45 Ontologies, Al Avizienis and Gintare Grigonyte (Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas,  

 Lithuania), Thorsten Liebig (Unversity of Ulm) 
10h45 - 11h15 Coffee Break 

11h15 - 12h30  Mini-projects 1 

 11h15 - 11h40 Honeypots: Malicious fault characterization exploiting honeypot data, Corrado Leita 
(Symantec Research Lab, Sophia-Antipolis, France) 

 11h40 - 12h05 AROVE-v: Assessing the resilience of open verifiable e-voting systems, Eugenio Alberdi (City 
University, London, UK) 

 12h05 - 12h30 ASAP: Assessment-based adaptable software architecture for dependability, Thomas Robert 
(LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse, France) 

12h30 - 13h30 Lunch 

13h30 - 14h10 Resilience-Explicit Computing, Tom Anderson (University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK) 
14h10 - 14h50 Resilience Knowledge Base, Hugh Glaser (University of Southampton, UK) 
14h50 - 15h20 Coffee Break 

15h20 - 17h20  Mini-projects 2 

 15h20 - 15h45 FADA: Formalisms and algorithms for resilient services design in ambient systems, Matthieu 
Roy (LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse, France) 

 15h45 - 16h10 FAERUS: Formal analysis of evolving resilient usable systems, Mieke Massink (University of 
Pisa, Italy) 

 16h10 - 16h35 FOREVER: Fault/intrusion removal through evolution and recovery, Paulo Sousa (University 
of Lisbon) 

 16h35 - 17h RAPTOR: Multi-agent systems with fault-tolerant agreement protocols for conflict resolution in 
air traffic control, Henrique Moniz (University of Lisbon) 

 

 

Friday 13 March 

8h30 - 9h Coffee 

9h - 9h50  Mini-projects 3 

 9h - 9h25 TMS: Testing in mobile settings, Hélène Waeselynck (LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse, France) 
 9h25 - 9h50 WSNA: Formal modelling and analysis methods for wireless sensor network algorithms, 

Holger Pfeifer (University of Ulm, Germany) 
9h50 - 10h15 Research Agenda, Jean-Claude Laprie (LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse, France) 
10h15 - 10h40 Integration, Karama Kanoun (LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse, France) 
10h40 - 11h10 Coffee Break 

11h10 - 12h30 Panel and conclusion 

12h30 - 13h30 Lunch 
 
 

Workshop registration 

Registration to the workshop is free of charge. Advance registration for attendees not members of ReSIST is requested 
for logistics purposes, using the registration form at the end of the programme. Coffee breaks, lunches and Thursday 
dinner are part of the workshop attendance. 

 

Workshop Location and how to reach it 
http://www2.laas.fr/laas/2-4275-How-to-access-to-LAAS.php 

A chartered bus will take attendees to LAAS on Thursday and Friday morning, departing at 8h00 from 28 Allée Jean-
Jaurès, in front of the Flunch restaurtant (map at the end). 

 
Hotels 
http://www.laas.fr/laas/2-5528-Hotels-selection.php 
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About ReSIST 
ReSIST is an Network of Excellence that addresses the strategic objective “Towards a global dependability and 
security framework” of the European Union Work Programme, and responds to the stated “need for resilience, self-
healing, dynamic content and volatile environments”.  

It integrates leading researchers active in the multidisciplinary domains of Dependability, Security, and Human Factors, 
in order that Europe will have a well-focused coherent set of research activities aimed at ensuring that future 
“ubiquitous computing systems” – the immense systems of ever-evolving networks of computers and mobile devices 
which are needed to support and provide Ambient Intelligence (AmI) – have the necessary resilience and survivability, 
despite any physical and residual development faults, interaction mistakes, or malicious attacks and disruptions. 

 
 

Network Partners 

 LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse, France (Coordinator) 

 Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary 

 City University, London, UK 

 Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany 

 Deep Blue Srl, Roma, Italy 

 IBM Research, Zurich, Switzerland 

 Institut Eurécom, Sophia Antipolis, France 

 France Telecom Recherche et Développement, Lannion and Caen, France 

 Université de Rennes 1 – IRISA, France 

 Université de Toulouse III – IRIT, France 

 Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania 

 Fundação da Faculdade de Ciencas da Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal 

 University of Newcastle upon Tyne, UK 

 Università di Pisa, Italy 

 QinetiQ Ltd, Malvern, UK 

 Università degli studi di Roma  "La Sapienza", Italy 

 Universität Ulm, Germany 

 University of Southampton, UK 
 

 
................................................................................................................................................   
 

 

 

ReSIST Final Workshop 

LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse 

 

 

Registration Form 
 

Fax to +33 (0)5 61 33 64 11 or e-mail the requested information to resistmeeting@laas.fr 
 

Attendee: 
 

Name (First Last):    
Email:    
Company/Institution:    
Address:   
   
   
Phone:    
Special Dietary Needs:    
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courseware
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M36PisaResilient Computing CoursewareD38
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ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

WP3 - Training and Dissemination

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T3 MSc Resilient computing curriculum and syllabi preparation 

(D37 due M36)

! MSc Curriculum in Resilient Computing completed on time; D37 already

delivered

! Curriculum has been weighted in terms of student loads with the relation

to the ECTS system (120 ECTS x 25 hours = 3000 hours - 1000 h lectures

and labs + 2000 hours individual study)

! Curriculum presented to:

" DSN’07,  Edinburgh, UK in June 2007 and 52nd IFIP W.G. 10.4

" European Computer Science Summit, Berlin, Germany in September 2007

" 53rd IFIP W.G. 10.4 Natal, Brazil in February 2008

" EDCC-7, Kaunas, Lithuania in May 2008 in a Special Session

" DSN’08, Anchorage, Alaska in June 2008, in a Special Session and 54th IFIP

W.G. 10.4

! All on-line at http://www.resist-noe.org/
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ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T3 MSc Resilient computing curriculum and syllabi preparation

(D37 due M36)

!the activity on the MSc Curriculum will continue after the end of

ReSIST, through dissemination to European Universities, and

maintaining the site and RKB.

!a Steering Committee has been identified to assure the legacy of

the Curriculum and related Courseware, composed by: Tom

Anderson, Algirdas Avi!ienis, Hugh Glaser, Jean-Claude Laprie,

Brian Randell, Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T4 Courseware preparation (D38 due M36)

! Courseware for Resilient Computing completed on time; D38 already delivered

! All lines of teaching for each course has been reviewed and updated

! Original ReSIST Courseware, as set of slides, for the following Courses:

" Fundamentals of Dependability - J-C. Laprie

" Computer Network Security - P. Verissimo, M. Correia

" Resilient Distributed Systems and Algorithms - P. Verissimo, M. Correia

" Dependability and Security Evaluation of Computer-based Systems - M. Kaâniche, K.

Kanoun, J-C. Laprie

" Testing Verification and Validation - F. von Henke, C. Bernardeschi, P. Masci, H. Pfeifer, H.

Waeselynck

" Usability and User Centred Design for Dependable and Usable Socio-technical Systems - P.

Palanque, M. Harrison, M. Winckler

" Management of Projects - G. Lami

" Middleware Infrastructures for Application Integration - R. Baldoni, R. Beraldi, G. Lodi, L.

Querzoni, S. Scipioni

" Software Reliability Engineering - K. Kanoun

! A very extensive search for support material has been made on the web

! Integrated into the RKB

! All on-line at http://www.resist-noe.org/
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ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T4 Courseware preparation (D38 due M36)

" LAAS-CNRS, France

" Budapest University of Technology

and Economics, Hungary

" City University, London, UK

" Technische Universität Darmstadt,

Germany

" Institut Eurécom, France

" France Telecom Recherche et

Développement, France

" IBM Research GmbH, Switzerland

" Université de Rennes 1 – IRISA,

France

" Université de Toulouse III –  IRIT,

France

" Fundação da Faculdade de Ciencias

da Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal

" University of Newcastle upon Tyne,

UK

" Universitá di Pisa, Italy

" Universitá degli studi di Roma "La

Sapienza", Italy

" Universität Ulm, Germany

" Aalborg University, Denmark

" Adelard, UK

" Carleton University, Canada

" Carnegie Mellon University, USA

" Chalmers University, Sweden

" Chinese University of Hong Kong,

China

" CSR, London, UK

" Duke University, USA

" EPFL, Switzerland

" ETH Zurich, Switzerland

" EWICS TC7

" George Mason University, USA

" Georgia Institute of Technology,

USA

" Queen Mary University, London, UK

" Katholieke Universiteit Leuven,

Belgium

" Imperial College, London, UK

" Lehigh University, USA

" MIT, USA

" Saarland University, Germany

" Scuola Superiore S. Anna, Pisa, Italy

" Technical University of Madrid,

Spain

" University College London, UK

" University of Aachen, Germany

" University of Bielefeld, Germany

" University of Birmingham, UK

" University of Bristol, UK

" University of California at Berkeley,

USA

" University of Cambridge, UK

" University of Copenhagen, Denmark

" University of Edinburgh, UK

" University of Glasgow, UK

" University of Konstanz, Germany

" University of Melbourne, Australia

" University of Pennsylvania, USA

" University of Southern California,

USA

" University of Texas at San Antonio,

USA

" University of Twente, Netherland

" University of Waterloo, Canada

" University of Yale, USA

" Weizmann Institute of Science,

Israel

" Westminster College, USA

Support material from:

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T4 Courseware preparation (D38 due M36)

!This effort has produced the first version of a

comprehensive database of support material on

Resilient and Dependable Computing, whose relevance

and interest for the community will be maintained after

the end of ReSIST

!All lines of teaching for the Courses in the MSc

Curriculum, the original ReSIST set of slides, the links

to the additional support material, and the links to the

relevant sites are on the ReSIST web-site

http://www.resist-noe.org/ and all material can be

viewed and/or downloaded for educational purposes
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ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T5: Dissemination program (D28-PAR due M36)

! 134 papers from the work performed within ReSIST (ReSIST papers) of

which 37 papers multi-site authored

! 93 papers related to ReSIST topics, 5 multi-site authored

! 100 events have been attended by ReSIST persons with presentation of

ReSIST itself or of work achieved within ReSIST

Papers and events:

Liaison with other European projects in the fields of dependability and security:

! The following EU Projects ADVISES, CRUTIAL, DESEREC, HIDENETS,

Mobius, RODIN, SERENITY and UbiSec&Sens have been maintained

informed of the activities done in ReSIST.

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

! Curriculum presented to:

"DSN’07,  Edinburgh, UK in June 2007 and 52nd IFIP W.G. 10.4

"European Computer Science Summit, Berlin, Germany in September

2007

"53rd IFIP W.G. 10.4 Natal, Brazil in February 2008

"EDCC-7, Kaunas, Lithuania in May 2008 in a Special Session

"DSN’08, Anchorage, Alaska in June 2008, in a Special Session and

54th IFIP W.G. 10.4

! ReSIST presented to:

"EDCC-7, Kaunas 7-9 May 2008

"DSN 2008, Anchorage 24-27 June 2008, USA

"SAFECOMP 2008, Newcastle 22-25 Sept. 2008, UK

! Joint European WS on “Human Factors in Education & Training for

Safety” co-organized with EWICS TC7, NHS and Warwick Medical School,

April 8, 2008, Warwick, UK

Task TD-T5: Dissemination program (D28-PAR due M36)
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ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T5: Dissemination program (D28-PAR due M36)

• Work done on Selected Current Practices

– survey of the resilience definitions in different industrial
domains:

• ICT, critical infrastructures, industrial safety, air traffic
management, resilience engineering, organisation
management, financial services and seismic
engineering

– survey of the existing standards and best practices (118
entries) related to the different aspects of resilience in the
different industrial domains:

• aeronautics, Air Traffic Management, automotive,
critical infrastructures, e-Services, industrial control,
nuclear power plants, railway, resilient ICT systems (i.e.
grouping all generic standards), space,
telecommunications

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T5: Dissemination program (D28-PAR due M36)

• Work done on Selected Current Practices (cont.)

– organisation of 2 workshops (Roma in 2007,
Bristol in 2008) to discuss with industrialists of
different domains their view of resilience in ICT

– synthesis of the significant workshops’ outcome
into 7 papers covering industrial current practices

– publication of D39 deliverable with cross-links
with D13 “From Resilience-Building to Resilience-
Scaling Technologies: Directions”
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ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T5: Dissemination program (D28-PAR due M36)

• Papers

– Current practices in resilient computing: public
communications domain” by M. Morganti

– "Current practices in resilience engineering: the case of a
Telco” by C. Lac, S. Merlin, T. Papin, and O. Saudrais

– “NHS Connecting for Health: Growing a sound resilience
approach” by I. Harrison

– “Resilience of Automotive Engine Management Systems
(EMS)” by D. Claraz

– “Resilience in the avionics domain: a pilot view” by A.
Chialastri

– “Resilience in Instrumentation & Control of Nuclear Power
plants” by A. Lindner

– “An Operational View of Security” by J. Riordan

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T5: Dissemination program (D28-PAR due M36)

• ReSIST heritage: a book on current industrial
practices

– the book will include:
• the 7 papers published in D39

• possibly, some extra contributions from selected
authors (to be confirmed):

– Pierre Chartier, mass transit

– Michael Behringe, security and complexity in networks

– David Embrey, process and power generation

– selected publisher
• Ashgate Studies in Resilience Engineering
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ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST
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ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T5: Dissemination program (D28-PAR due M36)

• Some conclusions
– While in the research arena the resilience concept is

widely developed and studied, industry is starting the first
steps towards the adoption of the resilience concepts. This
is demonstrated by the few initiatives already in place
mostly concentrated on the e-services (banking, large
databases, etc.) and communication sectors.

– Standardisation world is still concentrated on single
aspects of the resilience concept (dependability,
availability, security, etc.), with few remarkable exceptions;
see for example

• the standard BS2599 on business continuity management

• the guidelines published by the Centre for the Protection of
the National Infrastructure on telecommunications and virtual
server implementation

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2009/03/012 Toulouse, France ReSIST Final Workshop - WP3 - Luca Simoncini

ReSISTReSIST NoE
Resilience for Survivability in IST

Task TD-T5: Dissemination program (D28-PAR due M36)

• Some conclusions (cont.)
– Without pretending to be exhaustive, it comes out from the

industrial presentation that the four resilience scaling
technologies (Evolvability, Assessability, Usability,
Diversity) are unevenly considered in the different
industrial domains.

• In particular Evolvability is definitively the most important
issue across the different domains, with the noticeable
exception of the nuclear domain, reflecting the increasing
dynamicity of modern industrial systems.

• Usability seems not to be focused directly being mainly seen
as a different perspective (the operators’ one) on
Assessability, and few of the industrial contributors take this
perspective.

– The role of human factors in resilience appears to be a hot
topic for managers of critical infrastructures.
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ORGANIZ ING KNOWLEDGE AS  AN

O N T O L O G Y  O F  T H E  R E S I L I E N C E

D O M A I N  B Y  M E A N S  O F  N A T U R A L

L A N G U A G E  P R O C E S S I N G

VMU Kaunas &

IAI Saarbrücken Ulm University

Algirdas Avi!ienis

Johann Haller

Gintar! Grigonyt!

Mahmoud Gindiyeh

Friedrich von Henke

Thorsten Liebig

Olaf Noppens

A Question

! Dependability and Security

! Trustworthiness

! Survivability

! High Confidence

! Information Assurance

! Robustness

! Resilience

! Self – Healing

How do they differ?
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A Search for Consensus

IEEE Computer Society: TC on Fault-Tolerant
Computing (1970)

IFIP: WG 10.4 “Dependable Computing and Fault
Tolerance” (1980)

1982: Special session at FTCS-12: several concept
papers

1992: Six-language book “Dependability: Basic
Concepts and Terminology”

2004: “Basic Concepts and Taxonomy of
Dependable and Secure Computing” in IEEE
Trans. on Dependable and Secure Computing,
Vol.1, no.1

The Representation Problem

Multiple near-synonymous terms exist

Disadvantages that impair progress:

! Continuing re-invention

! Plagiarism

! Confusion among potential users

! Difficulties for referees and evaluators

The Need: a single thesaurus and ontology of
dependable and secure computing

Sad Conclusion: a committee of volunteers or
bureaucrats cannot do it!
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A Potential Solution

Apply computer tools for human

language processing

! Extract term candidates from a set of texts

! Build a thesaurus: list of important terms and

related terms for each entry of the list

! Build an ontology: data model that represents

the thesaurus

! Perform automatic classification of texts using

automatic indexation and clustering tools

Forthcoming Publication

! Avi!ienis, A., Grigonyt!, G., Haller, H., von

Henke, F., Liebig, T., Noppens, O. 2009.

Organizing Knowledge in the Domain of

Resilience Computing by Means of Natural

Language Processing and Ontologies - An

Experience Report - Proceedings of 22nd

International Florida Artificial Intelligence

Research Society Conference (FLAIRS-22),

Sanibel Island, FL, USA, May 2009
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The Problem is Common for All of

Computer Science & Engineering

! The only taxonomy of Computer S&E is the

ACM CSS (Computing Classification System)

devised in 1988, revised in 1998

! Dependability and security are inadequately

treated

in the ACM CSS

! The Challenge: a major revision of the ACM

CSS is being initiated, therefore our thesaurus

and ontology must be ready

An “Info-Skeptic” view

! Physical sciences study nature: given

phenomena

! Computer S&E study information: human-made

concepts

! The concepts should compete, and the fittest

will survive!

! If a good concept disappears, it will reappear

again,

with some luck… in my research
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Original Goals

(1) Fill the gap between knowledge (documents)

and structured representations of their content

(ontologies) in the domain of resilience by

using NL tools to create and extend thesaurus

and ontology.

(2) NL tool-chain to conduct document

classification experiments in order to classify

existing resilience literature.

Starting Points

! Document corpora

! Compendium of FTCS/DSN conferences:
~2000 papers presented at the 29 annual International Symposia

of Fault-Tolerant Computing (1971-1999)

~830 papers presented at 9 International Conferences on

Dependable Systems and Networks (2000-2008)

! Tools

! MPRO, AUTOTERM, AUTINDEX

! OntoTrack

! Resilience ontology

! IEEE Avi!ienis, Laprie, Randell, Landwehr paper

! OWL ontology file
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Idea

! Document clusters will be represented by

“clouds of thesaurus terms”

! Resilience-relevant thesaurus terms need to be

linked with ontology concepts.

! Clusters will map (via their terms) into different

aspects of ontology (failures, attributes of secure

systems, methods to prevent faults, etc.)

! The “link structure” will tell something about the

content (which aspects at which granularity)

! Experts should be able to name typical

mappings.

Conceptual Architecture

system
| dependable s.
| real-time s.
| computer s.
| | tolerant c.s.
.
fault
| physical f.
.
.
technique
| formal t.
.
.
approach
.
.
element
| defective e.
.
.
reliability
.

T

System

Fault

F.-Avoidance

Attributes
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The scope: Automatic extraction of lexical elements (entities) for

building the thesaurus

Thesaurus

How we got there: the process of

building thesaurus

! 2830 documents

! 234,585 tokens

! Thesaurus contains 7974 terms
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Circuit techniques are used to make sections

of the design robust to non-delay faults. The

combination of these is an asynchronous

defect-tolerant circuit where a large class of

faults are tolerated, and the remaining faults

can be both detected easily and isolated to a

small region of the design.

From text…

! Different levels of linguistic processing:

! Rule based morphological analysis

! Syntactical disambiguation and tagging

! Terminology extraction techniques

… to…
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circuit techniques

non-delay faults

combination

asynchronous defect-tolerant circuit

large class

fault

remaining fault

small region

design

Terms and … a problem

Solution

How we define which terms are domain specific?

! not too general

! not too “specialised“

Apply term informativity measure: MI, Log-
likelihood, Jacquard's coefficient, etc.

! IDF measure:

! Obtaining IDF values and defining a certain
threshold helped to prune the term list from 9,012
terms down to 7,974

! 

idf (t) = log
D

d : t " d{ }

# 

$ 
% 

& 

' 
( 
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! Term annotation system:

The expert part: final evaluation

Document clustering

! Paper: Joint Evaluation of
Performance and Robustness of
a COTS DBMS through Fault-
Injection. Diamantino Costa,
Tiago Rilho and Henrique
Madeira.

! Descriptors: data banks [100];
performance evaluation [46];
operating systems [40]; research
[38]; benchmarks [29]; computer
program [29]; emulations [28];
business process [28]; target
system [27]; hangings [21];

! Vector representation:
Cluster 3 Cluster 2 Cluster 1

Cluster 2 Cluster 1

Cluster 1

Cluster N Cluster N-1 Cluster 3

Cluster 2

Cluster 2

Cluster 1

Cluster 1
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Conceptual Architecture (Ontology)

system
| dependable s.
| real-time s.
| computer s.
| | tolerant c.s.
.
fault
| physical f.
.
.
technique
| formal t.
.
.
approach
.
.
element
| defective e.
.
.
reliability
.

T

System

Fault

F.-Avoidance

Attributes

The Resilience (ALRL)

Ontology
• Based on Avi!ienis, Laprie, Randell, Landwehr

paper
IEEE Trans. on Dep. and Sec. Computing. 2004
– OWL version from B. Randell 11/2006

(plus mapping of ACM terms to ontology concepts)

– Contains 180 concepts / expressivity of  ALRL  (RDFS)

• Discussion (Newcastle – Southampton) 09/2007
about classification scheme issues
– “Self-checking component is not a kind of Error detection it

is a concept which is related to Error detection in some
way.”

!Revision/evolution of the ALRL ontology

o make knowledge available for non-domain experts

o make knowledge accessible for reasoning services
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ALRL Fault (as of Ontology)

ALRL Fault Categories (as of

Paper)

All Development Faults are

Internal Faults as well as

Permanent Faults

All External Faults are

Operational Faults
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Revised Fault Sub-Hierarchy

ALRL Fault Categories (as of

Paper)
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Fault No. 6 (Logic Bomb)

Conceptual Architecture (Mapping)

system
| dependable s.
| real-time s.
| computer s.
| | tolerant c.s.
.
fault
| physical f.
.
.
technique
| formal t.
.
.
approach
.
.
element
| defective e.
.
.
reliability
.

T

System

Fault

F.-Avoidance

Attributes
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Thesaurus – ALRL Mapping

! Bi-directional mapping between

1) set of thesaurus terms (" 8000)

2) meaningfull organized concepts (" 180)

! Tasks:

! Discard non-relevant terms from thesaurus

! Introduce term synonyms

! Create term-concept links

! Add thesaurus terms to ontology

ReSIST Ontology Mapping

Plugin

! Plugin for ontology workbench OntoTrack

! Loads ALRL ontology, thesaurus, RKB data

(fragment)

! Manipulation of ALRL as well as thesaurus

! Graphical bi-directional mapping via drag-and-drop

operations (ALRL ⇄ thesaurus)

! Semi-automatic mapping (via syntactical match)

! XML-based export of mapping for further processing

! Ontological paper annotation via mapping:

" Import of RKB data with given descriptors

" On-the-fly paper classification via IAI descriptor service
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Conclusion

! Project work combines:

! NLP based analysis of resilience documents

! Structured knowledge of the domain of resilient

computing

! Results:

! Set of domain terms (thesaurus) and document

clusters

! Resilience ontology (makes resilience knowledge

explicitly available for (non-)domain experts)

! Tool chain for document annotation and selection

Outlook

! Application scenarios:

! Automatically assigning annotated submissions to

reviewers

! Identification of related publications

! Intelligent search in large document sets

! Mediation between different dialects (near-synonym

term problem)

! Continuation of effort

! Forming IFIP Special Interest Group

! Expanding scope of ontology to all of Informatics

(Computer Science and Engineering)
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Resilience-Explicit Computing

ResEx

Tom Anderson

Newcastle University

2

Work Package 1

WP1 “Integration Technologies”

Objective: to lay foundations for facilities to 

assist engineers in selecting and deploying 

resilience mechanisms and tools 

• at design time

• and dynamically (during system operation and 

evolution)
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WP1 Tasks

• IT-T1: developing a Resilience Knowledge Base 

(RKB) – a body of knowledge on resilience concepts, 

methods and tools

• IT-T2: on Resilience-Explicit Computing (ResEx) –

making resilience information (metadata) explicit

• IT-T3: developing a Resilience Thesaurus and 

Ontology (ResOn) – to be utilised by ResEx and the 

RKB

4

WP1 Organisation

ResEx
Res On 

SIG

RKB

Task IT-T2

Concepts

Ontology 

updates

Task IT-T3

Content on 

Resilience 

Mechanisms

Task IT-T1
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ResEx Basics

• Explicit resilience-related information 

(metadata)

• Support for design-time and run-time decision-

making 

• Requires description of resilience design 

patterns and tools (“mechanisms”) in terms of 

metadata 

6

ResEx Objectives

• To set up a means of gathering resilience mechanism 

descriptions in terms of metadata

• To establish a catalogue of mechanisms in the RKB

• To encourage exploitation of resilience-related 

metadata in selecting mechanisms

• To explore research issues and challenges
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Status at end of 2007

• 12 “first edition” Resilience Mechanisms 
characterised in the RKB

– documented in deliverable (D11)

• New candidate mechanisms identified

– acquisition policy agreed

• RKB extensions to accommodate mechanism 
descriptions

– linked to ontologies

• Improved RKB interfaces for Adding/Viewing 
mechanisms

8

ResEx Goals for 2008

• Populate RKB with an extended mechanism set

– More mechanisms

– Increased coverage

• Identify and explore Challenge Problems

– Workshops

– ResEx Grid Computing; ResEx Security; ResEx Ambient

Both goals support a longer-term strategy

– Increased utility, better understanding, so as to promote future

use of ResEx, and of ResEx elements within the RKB
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More Mechanisms

Work is still ongoing, so these numbers will increase. !

• Detailed descriptions of 24 mechanisms

– RKB template complete; reviewed and revised descriptions

• Partial descriptions of 14 mechanisms

– Some fields in the template are incomplete

• Outline descriptions of 120 mechanisms

– A brief overview, but with links to external descriptions

Thus the RKB now contains a total of 158 mechanisms!

10

Detailed Descriptions

• Process “mechanisms”

– Robust re-encryption mixes; Ad-hoc routing in 

resilient ambient systems; Heuristic evaluation  

• Tools

– Model based stochastic dependability evaluation; 

Robustness testing; Modelworks;

CLawZ; Malporte
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Detailed Descriptions

• Architectural “mechanisms”

– Consensus Mechanism; Dynamic Function Allocation; 

N-Self-Checking Programming/1/1; N-Version 

Programming/1/1; Recovery Blocks/1/1; Supervisory 

Systems; Cooperative Backup; Autonomic Computing 

Architecture; Byzantine quorum systems; CRIA - Critical 

Interaction Analysis Method; Dynamic Function 

Allocation (adaptive automation); Patterns of cooperative 

interaction; Self-healing for Wireless Sensor Networks; 

State machine replication; Trust and Cooperation Oracle; 

WS-Mediator

12

Increased Coverage

Ideally, the RKB would include a substantive ResEx description 

for all mechanisms that the designer of a resilient system might

enquire about.

It was suggested that we seek to ensure representation for 

mechanisms identified in key standards documents.

We have therefore included all relevant mechanisms identified in

IEC 61508 “Functional safety of e/e/programmable safety 

critical systems (section 7)”.
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ResEx Challenge Workshops

• First Workshop: 14 July 2008, Pisa

– Resilience Explicit Computing in Grids

• Second Workshop: 20-21 November 2008, Malvern

– Resilience Explicit Computing  in Critical National 

Infrastructures

• Third Workshop: 5 December 2008, Newcastle

– Resilience Explicit Computing with Assistive Technologies

14

Aims for Challenge Workshops

• Select candidate problems

– Ideally with input from practitioners

• Benchmark current technology

• “Benchmark” resilience explicit approach

• Exploitation of metadata

– Guidance and support for design rationale

– Semantic interoperability 

– Runtime reasoning, policies, reconfiguration services

– Monitoring and verification

• Seek to establish a legacy working group
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Grids Workshop

• Pisa, July

• Complex network of interconnected systems 
delivering a range of services

• Pisa, QinetiQ, Southampton + CERN, INFN

• Exciting discussion of immediate challenges and 
future demands

• Follow on to report on known resilience issues in 
Grid domain

16

CNI Workshop

Malvern, November

• Systems supporting national infrastructure on which 
society has critical dependence

• QinetiQ, Southampton + CPNI, St Andrews

• Fascinating discussion of attack modalities and 
protection tactics

• Forum established (led by ReSIST champion); next 
workshop on “Emergency Planning”

• Looking to build on links to Southampton 
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Assistive Technologies Workshop

• Newcastle, December

• Technology deployed in support of people suffering 
from impediments – of age or infirmity (for example)

• Southampton, Birkbeck + CELS, Dundee

• Scenario enactment and discussion of perceptions of 
resilience/dependability

• Working group established – two champions (two 
flavours !) and initial membership
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RKBExplorer.com:
Anatomy of a Semantic Web Application

Hugh Glaser & Ian Millard
12th March 2009

ReSIST Final Workshop, Toulouse

Context

• CSAKTiveSpace

– AKT Project

– First Semantic Web
Challenge winner
2003

• ReSIST - EU Network of Excellence in Resilient Systems

– Knowledge-enabled infrastructure

– Jan 2006 – Dec 2008

2
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CiteseerCiteseer, CORDIS, DBLP,, CORDIS, DBLP,

Partners, UN Partners, UN LoCodeLoCode, , ……

Offline ConversionOffline Conversion

& Versioning& Versioning

OntologiesOntologies

Resolving Resolving URIsURIs

KISTI , KISTI , dbpediadbpedia, etc., etc.

Ontology Mapping ServiceOntology Mapping Service

Fresnel rendererFresnel renderer

Communication

• Ontologies

– General Scientific Endeavour

– Domain-specific

– Support (geospatial, etc)

• Open Local Knowledge – HTTP

– Resolvable URIs

– SPARQL

•  Uses Remote Knowledge

– Resolves URIs with caching
4
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Components 1

• Semantic Web infrastructure throughout

• Triplestore for each source

– Putting the Web in Semantic Web

– Stores RDF – (Subject, Predicate, Object)

– We use 3store

• Linked Data

– 303 and content negotiation architecture with caching

5

Components 2

• Co-Reference Subsystem

– CRS – more later

• Community of Practice Analysis

– Why do you think that?

• Ontology Mapping

– Dealing with other Ontologies

• NLP for text classification

• Caching everywhere

6
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Components 3

• Application Middleware

– URI Equivalence Closure

– RDF Graph Closure

• Semantic Sitemap

– Facilitate Search Engines

7

User Interaction

• Semantic MediaWiki

• Custom form interfaces

• Google Maps

• Raw Knowledge Browser

• RKBExplorer

• Why do you think that? information

8
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Focusing on a Person
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Why do you think that?
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Where is it Taught?
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Knowledge Sources

• Partners

• Publications

• Funding Agencies

• Project Wiki

• Courseware

• Resilient-Explicit Computing

• Wide range, don’t just look where you expect to find
19

Some Underlying Sources

acm.rkbexplorer.com
budapest.rkbexplorer.com
citeseer.rkbexplorer.com
cordis.rkbexplorer.com
courseware.rkbexplorer.com
darmstadt.rkbexplorer.com
dblp.rkbexplorer.com
deepblue.rkbexplorer.com
deploy.rkbexplorer.com
epsrc.rkbexplorer.com
eurecom.rkbexplorer.com
ft.rkbexplorer.com
ibm.rkbexplorer.com
ieee.rkbexplorer.com
irit.rkbexplorer.com

italy.rkbexplorer.com
kaunas.rkbexplorer.com
kisti.rkbexplorer.com
laas.rkbexplorer.com
lisbon.rkbexplorer.com
newcastle.rkbexplorer.com
nsf.rkbexplorer.com
pisa.rkbexplorer.com
rae2001.rkbexplorer.com
resex.rkbexplorer.com
roma.rkbexplorer.com
southampton.rkbexplorer.com
ulm.rkbexplorer.com
unlocode.rkbexplorer.com
wiki.rkbexplorer.com

Range from a few 100 to more than 10,000,000 “facts”
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For example

• Statistics for repository kisti.rkbexplorer.com

– Last data assertion 2008-09-18 17:16:41

– Number of triples 12815162

– Number of symbols 3239105

– Size of RDF dataset 671M

21

Co-Reference

• Co-Reference is a Big Problem

– Identifying multiple URIs for one resource

– Rejecting incorrectly conflated resources

– Publishing

– Using

• Coldstart

– A serious problem

– Nothing is linked to anything

22
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Co-Reference Closure

23

CRS – Consistent Reference Service

• A service to manage and publish co-referent information

• Identify co-referent pairs using a set of tools

• Assert into the CRS

• Query the CRS

– URIi -> { URI1, …, URIi, …, URIn }

• Recommend a Canon

24
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CRS continued

• CRS Policies are defined by context

– Often one per Triplestore

– Can be many per Triplestore for different purposes

– May not be associated with a particular Triplestore

• Maintenance

– Provenance

– Rollback

• Can be used to infer owl:sameAs

25

Dealing With Non-SPARQL KBs

• The RKBExplorer application uses SPARQL to query the
KBs

– But needs to access data from KBs that only offer
resolvable URIs

• So resolve such a URI

• Cache the RDF with associated resolved RDF locally

• Query the local cache

26
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Dealing With Different Ontologies

• The RKBExplorer application uses a particular ontology

– Some KBs will use different ontologies

– Eg kisti.rkbexplorer.com

• One solution

– Represent the ontology relationship in RDF (as far as
possible)

– Resolve the URI through the mapping service to get
RDF in the required ontology

27

Supporting resilience

– People, Publication, Projects, Research Areas

– Resilience-related topics

– Resilience-Explicit Computing

– Educational Resources

– In the future

• Automating discovery of issues and solutions

–Design time

–Run time
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Finding mechanisms that are appropriate
for Hardware and Aerospace

SELECT DISTINCT ?mechanismURI ?mechanismName ?metadataName ?metadataValue WHERE {

  ?mechanismURI rdf:type resex:Resilience-Mechanism .

  ?mechanismURI resex:applies-to-technology akt:Hardware-Platform .

  ?mechanismURI resex:has-application-domain acm:J.2.0 .

  ?mechanismURI rdfs:label ?mechanismName .

}

Inspecting metadata, number of variants
SELECT DISTINCT ?mechanismURI ?mechanismName ?metadataName ?metadataValue WHERE {

  ?mechanismURI rdf:type resex:Resilience-Mechanism .

  ?mechanismURI resex:applies-to-technology akt:Hardware-Platform .

  ?mechanismURI resex:has-application-domain acm:J.2.0 .

  ?mechanismURI rdfs:label ?mechanismName .

  ?mechanismURI resex:has-resilience-metadata ?metadata .

        ?metadata resex:metadata-type id:resilience-metadata-type-231c8583

        ?metadata resex:metadata-type ?mt . ?mt rdfs:label ?metadataName .

        ?metadata resex:has-value ?metadataValue

}
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Inspecting metadata, average cost of implementing fault tolerant system -
vs- cost of implementing non fault tolerant system

SELECT DISTINCT ?mechanismURI ?mechanismName ?metadataName ?metadataValue WHERE {

  ?mechanismURI rdf:type resex:Resilience-Mechanism .

  ?mechanismURI resex:applies-to-technology akt:Hardware-Platform .

  ?mechanismURI resex:has-application-domain acm:J.2.0 .

  ?mechanismURI rdfs:label ?mechanismName .

  ?mechanismURI resex:has-resilience-metadata ?metadata .

        ?metadata resex:metadata-type id:resilience-metadata-type-de1eddf9 .

        ?metadata resex:metadata-type ?mt . ?mt rdfs:label ?metadataName .

        ?metadata resex:has-value ?metadataValue

}

Comparison of the operational overheads in determining a
fault has occurred

SELECT DISTINCT ?mechanismURI ?mechanismName ?metadataName ?metadataValue WHERE {

  ?mechanismURI rdf:type resex:Resilience-Mechanism .

  ?mechanismURI resex:applies-to-technology akt:Hardware-Platform .

  ?mechanismURI resex:has-application-domain acm:J.2.0 .

  ?mechanismURI rdfs:label ?mechanismName .

  ?mechanismURI resex:has-resilience-metadata ?metadata .

        ?metadata resex:metadata-type id:resilience-metadata-type-3443934c .

        ?metadata resex:metadata-type ?mt . ?mt rdfs:label ?metadataName .

        ?metadata resex:has-value ?metadataValue

}
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Concluding Remarks

• Major Data Fusion using Semantic Web Technologies

• Many things can be cast in a Semantic Web framework

• Linked Data works pretty well

• RDF works pretty well

• A little Ontology goes a long way

• Co-Reference is the biggest problem

– But is tractable

33

RKBExplorer.com/explorer/ – Try it!

http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/17025
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   Rationale

ReSISTReSIST
Resilience for Survivability in IST

A European Network of Excellence

Research Agenda — International Survey

Jean-Claude Laprie

« The project should make a serious attempt to reach the 200-300 top

researchers, research groups and leading industrial experts in the fields

related to resilience (dependability, safety, security), ask them all for their

list of the five most prominent issues for the next, say, 10 years in their

field of interest, and make sure that this query is answered »

« We are worried that the deliverable D13 contains the favoured

research directions of the authors, but may omit the concerns of

others outside the ReSIST project »

From the 2nd review outcome
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Research Agenda Process

Research gaps and challenges

Evolvability Assessability Usability Diversity

Research Agenda
!41 ‘gaps &

challenges’, grouped

into 12 clusters, of the

4 resilience-scaling

technologies

!55 co-authors from 17

partners

    

  
 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C  l  u  s  t  e  r  i  n  g

Iteration

Resilience-building WGs

Architecture Algorithms Socio-technical Verification Evaluation

     

P r o j e c t i o n

Resilience-scaling WGs

 

Resilience

Evolvability

Assessability

Usability

Diversity

Resilient ubiquitous systems

Adaptation and self-organisation

Models for ubiquitous systems

Resources and infrastructures for

ubiquitous systems

Assessing evolvable systems

Methods and techniques to assess

evolvable systems

Assessability as an engineering discipline

Improved development processes 

Contextual usability

Going beyond standard usability

Small-scale diversity

Large-scale diversity
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International survey

! Coordinators: Michel Banâtre, Karama Kanoun, Jean-Claude Laprie

! Contributions expected under the form of texts, structured according

to the four resilience technologies when relevant

! Call for contributions sent to 236 carefully selected addressees, from

academia and industry, and providing an extensive coverage of the

field, broader than the expertise represented in ReSIST

! Flyer produced and distributed at DSN 2008

! Forty one contributions have been received. The contributions have

been synthesized by the four working group leaders:

" Evolvability: David Powell

" Assessability: Aad van Morsel

" Usability: Philippe Palanque

" Diversity: Lorenzo Strigini
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Syntheses

! All but one contributions referred to

! References to contributions:

" Evolvability: 26

" Assessability: 22

" Usability: 11

" Diversity: 15

! Globally, contributions to the survey provide a lower coverage than

D13 (25 !  41)

661811
Number of research gaps and

challenges in D13

23119Totals

GD3, GD4GA15, GA16GE7
Diversity

synthesis

GU1, GU6
GA1, GA4,

GA10

Usability

synthesis

GA1, GA4,

GA5, GA7,

GA8, GA10,

GA17, GA18

Assessability

synthesis

Research

gaps and

challenges of

D13 identified

as being

related in the

contributions

GU1, GU5GA3

GE1, GE2,

GE4, GE5,

GE6, GE7,

GE8, GE9,

GE10

Evolvability

synthesis

DiversityUsabilityAssessabilityEvolvability

Research gaps and challenges of D13
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! Interesting complements to D13 research gaps. Examples:

" From broad viewpoints:

# Widespread belief in importance of metrics

# Need for toolsets

" From focused viewpoints:

# Accessibility by disabled persons

# Usable security

# Possible erosion of diversity by collective human behavior

" From differing contexts or environments of contributors:

# Space industrialists: focus on goal-directed autonomy, and, as

a consequence, on observability

! Unsurprising confirmation: incompatibility of safety-critical systems and

of evolvability

" Licensing/certification issues

" Long term perspective?

! One new research gap, regarding usability: plug-and-play systems, i.e.,

usable from start-up ! Contextual usability cluster

Syntheses - cont’
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Integration

Final Workshop Toulouse — 12-13 March 2009  

ReSISTReSIST
Resilience for Survivability in IST

2

Integration indicators

• Exchange of personnel

– 2006: 5 long visits, 6 short visits

– 2007: 8 long visits, 8 short visits

– 2008: 6 long visits, 10 short visits

• Co-advised doctorate theses: 9

• Researchers in doctorate committees at other ReSIST partners

– 5 in 2006, 7 in 2007, 9 in 2008-2009

• Joint publications

– 2003-2005: 18 (3 by 3 institutions) / 533 = 3 %

– 2006-2009: 59 (8 by 3 institutions, 2 by 4 institutions, 2 by 5 institutions) / 484 = 12 %

• 2006: 6

• 2007: 12

• 2008-2009: 41
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Main threat 

(the result of the 

election is altered)

VH"I'/.'+(!;9/'(W K"XAX!O+*!VB/33+.!B+P!$(."A*'.5WL

Attempt

(Probability)

(conditional probability)

Detection

(conditional probability)

(conditional probability)

Each claim about undetected corruption to be structured according to the sequence of stages: 
attack (attempt/fault) – corruption – detection - recovery

Unsafe Acts/
Inappropriate 

actions

Insufficient 

Supervision

Insufficient
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Integrity
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The ASAP project: Assessment-

Based Adaptable Software

Architecture for dePendability

JC. Fabre, T. Robert, T. Pareaud

P. Popov, V. Stankovic, I Gashi

F. Taiani, S. Lin

I. Zutautaite-Seputiene

European Network of Excellence ReSIST

Resilience for survivability in IST

LAAS-CNRS, Toulouse, France

City University London, UK

Lancaster University, UK

University of Kaunas, Lithuania

Mini-project summary slides presented at the 

Final Workshop, Toulouse, 12-13th March 2009

12-13 March 2009 ReSIST Final Workshop - ASAP mini-project 2

Problem statement

• Why Adaptive Fault tolerant system ?

Fault Tolerant

System

Environment

Fault tolerance (FT)

==

Global property 

binding the 1 & 2

Ideally Adaptation should preserve FT properties 

in both cases

Adverse operational conditions

Software modifications due to Adaptation

1 2

Adaptive
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Adaptation Triggers

• Conventional adaptation triggers

– Update of the functionalities

– Performance optimization through resource consumption

tuning.

• Adverse operational conditions

– Mismatch between operational conditions and design

assumptions made for the deployed Fault Tolerant

mechanisms (FTMs) relevance

• Side effects of local adaptation on global FT

– What happen when a functional service S has to be

updated, while S is combined with at least one FTM

12-13 March 2009 ReSIST Final Workshop - ASAP mini-project 4

 Why On-line Assessment ?

• Problem

!Adaptation decisions often rely on several quantitative
estimation of the implementation attributes

!Estimation of an attribute A = value + uncertainty

!Adaptation trigger == Prob( A < T) > Confidence ?

• Off-line estimation methods limits

– Difficulties to model all operational conditions

– Require huge Data Set => very costly or impossible

• Solution: On-line assessment

– Be able to take advantage of knowledge built off-line

– Update the attribute estimation with observations
collected on-line
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The ASAP Framework

12-13 March 2009 ReSIST Final Workshop - ASAP mini-project 6

• A Reflective architecture
separating:

– Fault tolerance mechanisms

– Adaptation of FT application

– System attributes assessment

• Architectural principles

– Software Adaptation ! Fine-grain modification at
runtime of software to minimize adaptation cost

– Adaptation Triggers ! (i) Adverse operational context,
(ii) Side effects of application software modifications

ASAP Framework Architecture
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Application

software

Fault Tolerance

MechanismsFault Tolerant

Software

FT Software configuration

==

Combination of an FTM

with the application

Separation of concerns (S.o.C.) and software decomposition

Fault tolerant design & Adaptation

• Fault tolerant open software system

– Provide design patterns for fault tolerance

– Provide means to add/remove/modify at runtime

the software system (code, state, …)

• Component based design + reflection

12-13 March 2009 ReSIST Final Workshop - ASAP mini-project 8

Functional Software

Fault Tolerance Software~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Decomposition

Decomposition

S
. o

. C
.

Fault tolerant Software Design

• Decomposition for adaptation of the fault tolerant
Software

• Reflective Component Based Middleware (OpenCOM)

– Observe and modify the state of the components

– Observe and control the interactions between
components at runtime

– Observe and modify the component architecture
(creation, destruction, insertion and removal of components)
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Componentization for Adaptation (1)
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Application

Controller

Application ControllerApplication Controller

Componentization & Adaptation (2)
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Semi-Active Replication ManagerPassive Replication Manager

Application

Controller

Application ControllerApplication Controller

Componentization for Adaptation (3)
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• Idea: use probabilistic models to represent attributes together with their

uncertainty.
How to model and asses the uncertainty of a parameter ?

(quantification of uncertainty)

• Solution: The Bayesian approach provides the opportunity to quantify the

uncertainty using probabilistic models

– It allows one combining:

• The prior belief (which is ‘subjective’ and possibly inaccurate) about the values

of a parameter, e.g. a probability distribution.

• The (‘objective’) evidence from seeing the modeled artifact in operation.

– To obtain a posterior belief, a new probability distribution, about the values

of the assessed parameters.

• This posterior distribution updates quantification of uncertainty of parameters

• This posterior distribution takes into account both the prior knowledge and the

empirical evidence.

Bayesian Assessment (1)
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1

2

3

Bayesian Assessment (2)
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Assessment & Bayesian Inference engine

• Assessed attribute: a parameter modelling the Failure
probability of a service (pfd)

• Assessment implementation:
– Deployment of a quarantine state to perform service assessment on-

line

– An observer collect Success and Failure observations along the
assessed service execution.(Oracle)

– The parameter distribution (the prior) representing the current
knowledge of the parameter

– The decision block that check if the attribute position with respect to a
threshold can be decided
(taking in account the estimation uncertainty)

– The Bayesian Inference engine is implemented in Java and
integrated to OpenCOM as a component
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Smart update example

• Initial state: a functional service S currently implemented by

a component V1

• Trigger: a new version of S is available and loaded as V2 in

the system

• Expected behaviour: replace V1 by V2 to enhance S

• Implicit expected adaptation: the framework adapt the fault

tolerance mechanisms, according to the dependencies

between the implementation of S and its FTMs

• Restriction: the new version should be enforced iff its

probability of failure on demand is lower than P
max

 with a

confidence greater than C
min

S.V1/FTM1  ! S.V2/FTM(S.V2)?

12-13 March 2009 ReSIST Final Workshop - ASAP mini-project 16

Smart update context

• Available FTMs:

– Leader follower replication  (LFR)

– Primary backup replication (PBR)

• Assumptions: Service implementation vs FTM

– PBR can always be enforced for any version of S

– LFR is applied when the service version is deterministic

• Version V2 of S exhibits different attributes

– Determinism (known a priori)
V2  is not fully deterministic => LFR not relevant

– Probability of failure on demand
(uncertain knowledge=>assessment)

S.V1/FTM1  ! S.V2/FTM(S.V2)?
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Smart update:

Execution sample
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Conclusions

• Framework and technologies for assessment-based adaptation

– Reflection enables separation of concerns

– CBSE enables fine-gain software adaptation

– On-line assessment of quantitative parameters controls adaptation

• A simple case study for proof of concepts

– Partial application of the smart update process to versions
management of a software controller

– Decomposition of LFR and PBR  FT replication strategies

– Software adaptation using OpenCOM and BI engine as a software
component in Java

• Other activities

– FT Software adaptation based on structural and behavioural
modelling

– Integration of Bayesian parameter assessment in a Gossip protocol

Promising work, still work to be done in a long term project.
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Questions?
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FADA: Formalisms and 
Algorithms

for Distributed Ambient 
Systems

Matthieu Roy (LAAS)
roy@laas.fr

ReSIST final workshop

Marc-Olivier Killijian, David Powell (LAAS)
François Bonnet (IRISA)

Leodardo Querzoni, Silvia Bonomi (Univ. Roma)

jeudi 12 mars 2009

Context
Two fundamental technological shifts:

internet -> ambient systems

deployment of user-carried systems

wireless communication (short range) 
+ localization devices

link between physical and logical 
(network) world

jeudi 12 mars 2009
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Where do we stand ?

Extensive research in “closed” systems

abstractions, models, algorithms for 
resilience

Extensive research on Internet

routing, models, structures (overlays)

Can we get the “best of both world”

i.e. provide localized abstractions
jeudi 12 mars 2009

System’s characteristic 
parameters

“classical” systems mobile systems

failure
(node, link)

normal behaviour : 
disconnections, unreliable 
wireless communication

(small) fixed number of 
nodes

variable and huge size 
system

no link between physical 
world and network

strong coupling with 
physical environment
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System’s characteristic 
parameters

“classical” systems mobile systems

failure
(node, link)

normal behaviour : 
disconnections, unreliable 
wireless communication

(small) fixed number of 
nodes

variable and huge size 
system

no link between physical 
world and network

strong coupling with 
physical environment

Many parameters: how to model ?
jeudi 12 mars 2009

FADA approach

(Re)define building blocks (abstractions) 
for a given physical region of interest

local consensus

local group membership

local storage

A toolbox to ease applications deployment,
and ensure resilient computing

jeudi 12 mars 2009
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Local computing

Different approach from GeoQuorums 
that focus on global data dissemination

Local = geo-localized

The architecture must be (re)defined 
w.r.t. a particular location in space.

Semantics must be consistent with 
systems’ characteristics:

When no user populates a region, it’s 
not possible to keep a state alive

jeudi 12 mars 2009

What are the 
applications to this ?
Real-life physical examples

users deploy a white board

perform better GPS route calculation

based on users’ experience of the traffic

cooperative backup of critical data

distributed black box, etc..

augmented games
jeudi 12 mars 2009
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Local Shared Storage

Provide a Register-like semantics in
a particular location A

Following 1985 Lamport’s registers

regular/safe/atomic

non-concurrent -> concurrent

Here: regular, non-concurrent writes.
No crash of processes (only mobility)

“
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System definition

Entities (pi)i>0 

evolve in space with bounded speed

equipped with positioning device 
(“infinite” precision)

communication using wireless device

do not crash...

Let’s concentrate on an area A
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Simplified Architecture

(!,A) geo-reliable
Broadcast

Geo-register

Application

Wireless 
communication 

device

Positioning 
device

Contribution of the paper

Fig. 1. Architecture for a given area A

2.3 Architecture of the System

In this paper, we are interested in providing an abstraction, or building block, that can be directly used by
an application. The shared geo-localized storage service, or geo-register, will be built on more simple building
blocks.

Even though the systems we consider are large-scale, we focus on an area of interest A for which some
basic abstractions are available, as shown in Figure 1.

Recall that we suppose that a perfect positioning service is available, and that wireless communication
is possible within the whole area A. On top of these two basic, hardware-oriented service, we suppose that
a geo-reliable broadcast service is implemented. The goal of this service, presented in the next subsection, is
to merge geographical and communication-based information to produce a reliable message passing service
in the area A with known maximum transfer time.

Our contribution lies in the definition, implementation and proof of the geo-register service, that is
presented in the next section, and could be used directly by an application to handle storage in an area A.

2.4 Geo-Reliable Broadcast

A geo-reliable broadcast is a communication primitive that guarantees that all processes4 located in an area
A receive the broacasted message. This primitive is built on top of wireless communication described in the
previous section.

More formally the geo-reliable broadcast is defined as follows:

Definition 4 ((!, A)!geo-reliable broadcast). Let ! be a positive number and A be an area. A (!, A)!geo-
reliable broadcast enjoys the following properties:

– every process p " A can issue a broadcast(m)
– if m is a message broadcasted at time t by a correct process p that is in the area A from time t to time

t + !, then all correct processes remaining in A between t and t + ! deliver m by time t + !.

This definition is relatively weak, since it does not take into account the processes that may enter or leave
the area during the broadcast, and only focuses on entities that stay in the area for the whole duration of a
broadcast. The ! period of time can be either fixed and known in advance or not. In this paper we consider
that ! is fixed for a given A, and known by processes5.

Such a primitive is implementable when the area A remains valid (the communication graph is a complete
graph) for the whole period of time !.
4 Recall that, in our model, all processes are correct
5 Notice that, in practice, ! is related to the diameter of A. A larger area needs a larger ! to ensure a reliable

dissemination

4

A
pi

pj

pl

pk

Everything defined
w.r.t. A

jeudi 12 mars 2009

Geo-reliable broadcast

(!,A) geo-reliable broadcast:

every process in A can issue a broadcast(m)

if m is broadcasted at time t by a process that 
remains in A from t to t+! then all processes 
in A during [t,t+!] deliver the message

Assumed to be provided by the system

A
pi

pj
pk

jeudi 12 mars 2009
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Geo-reliable broadcast

If a process leaves A during the sending interval... 
no guarantee

Core region (geographic definition)

a subset A’ of A s.t. every message
sent by a process in A’ will be delivered
by all correct processes that were in A’
when the message was sent

But...

core region

jeudi 12 mars 2009

Geo-registers

Simple case : Non concurrent writes

write is allowed in the core region A’

read is allowed in A (after some 
delay)

jeudi 12 mars 2009
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Non concurrent write 
semantics

V={last written value, concurrently written values}                                              
(here V={y,z,t})

If, since the last completed write operation, 

1) core region was never empty, then v!V must 
be returned

2) else it returns v!V or "

What is the “last written value” ? Wy

Rx

WtWz
t

CWWy} ! "# $!
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Geo-registers

REP(y)

REQ

p

q

            

r

REQ

REP(x)

2!

(p left A)

Wx

W(x)

W(x)

Fig. 3. Example of race condition for REP (y) messages

Let us consider a process p that arrives in A just after a write operation Wx has been initialized by
some process q. Without waiting 2!, p is not guaranteed to receive the value x, as shown in Figure 3. If p
does not wait for 2!, it may receive (before 2!) a reply REP (y) corresponding to a REQ (made by him or
another process) with a value y != x; indeed this reply may be sent by a process r just before the end of q’s
write operation (so just less than ! time after the entrance of p in A). Since both the REQ and the reply
may respectively take up to ! time to arrive p has to wait for 2!.

Note that this delay of 2! can be reduced to ! if we suppose that requests include identity of the process
that makes the request and a sequence number of requests made by this process. The id allows to di!erentiate
requests from di!erent processes, whereas the sequence number is needed to di!erentiate two requests from
the same process.

Geographically controlled thread:

when p enters A:
Rp ! void;
wait for

! (W (x) is received) : Rp ! x; exit;
! (2! time delay elapsed)

RB send(REQ)
wait for

! (REP (v) is received) : Rp ! v;
! (W (x) is received) : Rp ! x;
! (2! time delay elapsed) : Rp ! ";

when p leaves A:
free(Rp);

Communication controlled thread:

upon reception of (REQ) : if (Rp #= void) then RB send(REP (Rp))
upon reception of (W (x)) : Rp ! x

Read and Write operations:

When p is in A:
read() : wait until (Rp #= void) then return(Rp);

When p is in A!:
write(x) : RB send(W (x));

Fig. 4. Implementation

7

Structure induced by 
the model: 

1 geographic thread

1 communication
  thread
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Properties...

Region/core region interest:

abstracts away physical parameters 
(network parameters, speed)

clean definitions

simple implementation of shared 
storage

jeudi 12 mars 2009

Properties...

Register semantics:

applications that need to store 
information only when users 
populate an area

store user-centered information

no user ? no information 
(e.g. mean speed car-to-car)

t
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Current work /
Extensions

Concurrent writers case

Behavior in presence of failures

Experimental evaluation

implementation in one-hop 
communication model 

Distant reading of the state
of the storage

jeudi 12 mars 2009

Future work
New abstractions

counting/membership, 

consensus-like

stronger semantics

Weaker assumptions

geo-broadcast is sufficient, but what 
is the weakest building block needed ?

ideally: provide a complete toolbox for 
simple ambient systems programming

jeudi 12 mars 2009
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FAERUS

Formal Analysis of
Evolving Resilient Usable Systems

Mieke Massink (CNR-ISTI, Pisa, Project Leader)

FAERUS final review meeting, Toulouse, March 12, 2009

—Project Participants—

Maurice ter Beek (CNR-ISTI), Jeremy Bryans (Univ. of Newcastle), Giorgio Faconti

(CNR-ISTI),Michael Harrison (Univ. of Newcastle), Nathalie Kaing (IRIT), J.F.

Ladry (IRIT), Diego Latella (CNR-ISTI), Philippe Palanque (IRIT),Marco Winckler

(IRIT)
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1. Introduction

2. Participants

3. Goals

4. Scientific Approach

5. Results:

5.1 A Fluid Flow approach to usability analysis in CSCW

5.2 A Fluid Flow approach to crowd modelling in smart env.

5.3 Stochastic analysis of resilience to interrupts

5.4 Advanced probabilistic and stochastic modelling languages

6. Conclusions and Outlook
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F
M&&T Introduction

Future vision:

ubiquitous networked devices

context aware services

interaction techniques vary due to

dynamic reconfiguration, implicit interaction

dynamic availability of a huge variety of services

Contemporary HCI models are not adequate:

Interaction techniques cannot be assumed to be a fixed set

Environment and context change continuously

Users are mobile and susceptible to (frequent) interrupts

Users do not only interact with system but also with each other

Users are many and their behaviour influences system and other
users
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Participants

CNR-ISTI, Pisa:
Mieke Massink (PL), Maurice ter Beek, Diego Latella, Giorgio
Faconti

IRIT, Toulouse:
Nathalie Kaing, Jean Francois Ladry, Philippe Palanque, Marco
Winckler

Univ. of Newcastle:
Jeremy Bryans, Michael Harrison
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F
M&&T Goals
Overall goal:

investigate user centered modelling of usability issues in ubiquitous
systems

Gaps addressed:

modelling of usability related non-functional aspects of
interaction

dealing with diversity of interaction techniques and resilience to
interrupts

aspects of context and mode confusion

Main objectives:

development of formal stochastic models to analyse resilience of
multi-modal interfaces to interrupts

development and analysis of formal models to analyse combined
user and system behaviour in the presence of many autonomous
users (many: ranging from 10 to several thousands).
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Scientific Approach

Stochastic model checking applied to joint user and system
model addressing resilience to interrupts

Application of the Fluid Flow approach (with PEPA and ODE) to
multi-user, distributed systems to study the effect of different
use-patterns

Feasibility study of Fluid Flow approach to analyse crowds in
smart environments
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Project Meetings

Kick-off meeting Pisa, 18-20 Feb, 2008, Plenary

Skype meetings and email collaborations:

March 15-April 2, email, Pisa-Newcastle: Fluid-Flow

April 23, Skype, 15.00-17.00 IRIT-Pisa: Resilience

April 30, Skype, 10:00-12.00 IRIT-Pisa: Resilience

May 6, Skype, 15:00-18:00 IRIT-Pisa: Resilience

May 15, Skype, 15:00-17:00, IRIT-Pisa: Resilience

May 15-May 29, email, Pisa-Newcastle: Fluid Flow

May 26, Skype, 15:00-16:00, IRIT-Pisa: Resilience

May 30, Skype, 13:00-14:00, IRIT-Pisa: Resilience

June 5, Skype, 9.30-10.30, Plenary

August-December, regular email and Skype collaborations

Meeting Newcastle, 9 June, Plenary

Meeting Pisa, September 24, Plenary
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Results (1)

Publications (joint publications in blue):

ter Beek, M. H., Faconti, G., Massink, M., Palanque, P. and
Winckler, M. Resilience of Interaction Techniques to Interrupts –
A Formal Model Based Approach. CNR-ISTI Technical Report
2009-TR-001, 2009. Conference version submitted to
international conference.

ter Beek, M. H., Gnesi, S., Latella, D., Massink, M., Sebastianis,
M. and Trentanni, G. Assisting the design of a groupware system

– Model checking usability aspects of thinkteam. The Journal of

logic and Algebraic Programming, Elsevier (to appear). Doi :

10.1016/j.jlap.2008.11.004.

Bravetti, M., Latella, D., Loreti, M., Massink, M., and Zavattaro,
G. Combining Timed Coordination Primitives and Probabilistic

Tuple Spaces. Trustworthy Global Computing 2008. To appear in

LNCS, Springer. Preliminary version available as participant’s
proceedings.
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Results (2)

De Nicola, R., Latella, D., Loreti, M., and Massink. M.
MarCaSPiS: a Markovian Extension of a Calculus for Services.
Proceedings of SOS 2008. ENTCS, Elsevier. 2008. To appear,
preliminary version available as participant’s proceedings.

Faconti, G., Harrison, M., Massink, M. and Palanque, P. The
Faerus Project: Formal Analysis of Evolving Resilient Usable
Systems. Fast Abstract Track. In the proceedings of EDCC-7,
May 7-9, Kaunas, Lithuania, 2008.

Harrison, M. D., Massink, M. and Latella, D. Engineering human

flows in smart environments – Extended Version. CNR-ISTI
Technical Report (to appear). Conference versions submitted to
international conferences.

Massink, M, Latella, D., ter Beek M., Harrison, M. Loreti, M. A
Fluid Flow Approach to Usability Analysis of Multi-user Systems.
In Engineering Interactive Systems 2008. Proceedings of the

2nd Conf. on Human-Centered Software Engineering

(HCSE’08), Pisa, Italy (P. Forbrig and F. Paterno’ Eds.), LNCS
5247, Springer-Verlag, 2008.
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Multi-user Systems

Collaborative system
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A Fluid Flow Approach to Usability

Analysis [HCSE08]

Collaborative design system with 90 users and 30 file managers:

!!!"!"!"!" !" #$%& '(Client

(cos, a)
""

(cof, a)
##

!!!"!" !" #$%& '(FMfree

(cos,!)
$$!" #$%& '(Work

(ci, w)

%%

!" #$%& '(Retry

(cof, r)
&&(cos, r)

'' !" #$%& '(FMbusy

(cof,!)
&&

(ci,!)

((

Client[90]!"cos,ci,cofFMfree[30]

d Work(t)/dt = "min(Work(t) # w, FMbusy(t) # top)
+ r

(r+a) # min(Retry(t) # (r + a), FMfree(t) # top)
+ a

(r+a) # min(Client(t) # (r + a), FMfree(t) # top)

PEPA and Fluid Flow analysis [Hillston, QEST 2005]
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Evolution of the system
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Rates (per hour): a=0.5, w=0.25, r=5*a
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Modelling abstractions

Lessons learned:

Abstraction from identity of clients can be justified:

For performance analysis it is irrelevant which of the clients
that made a file request gets served first

Abstraction from identity of files means that clients are randomly
requesting any file (free or occupied)

Clients are handing in files to any available file manager

All requests get eventually served (with probability 1)

Allows comparison of:

File management policies: retry vs. queues

Performance assuming different use patterns

Performance of policy with very large number of users
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Multi-User Systems

Shared space system
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Modelling crowds in smart

environments

Scenario:

Guidance system for people visiting buildings composed of many
spaces

Shared display with many slots in each space

Implicit communication between visitor and environment

Visitor:

Enters building, gets electronic ticket with final destination

Takes a seat, watches display

Request is made implicitly

Display shows slot with required information

Visitor gets up and moves to next indicated space until final
destination has been reached
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Many different formal models developed and analysed:

Detailed model in Promela (SPIN model checker)

Stochastic models in PEPA (Performance Evaluation Process
Algebra)

Version with shared displays with several slots in each space

Version with several single slot displays in each space
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Single slot display

Example of an experimental situated display
(Lancaster University)
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Example configuration

Building layout:

DA C

E

B

Four groups of visitors:

25 from A to D

75 from C to E

100 from A to C

200 from D to A

In each room 100 places to sit and 2 slots on the shared display
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Models of:

Visitor

Place

Slot

Arbitrator

Slotmanager

specified in PEPA and composed together

(details in technical report)
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Fluid Flow Simulation
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Fluid Flow Simulation
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Automatic generation of

specifications

Given:

Building layout

Groups of visitors and destinations

Resources in each room

Routing table

a corresponding PEPA specification can be generated and then used

for analysis

First exploration: 26 rooms, 420 visitors.
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Satellite Uplink Control Center
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Resilience to interrupts

Two interaction techniques: drag’n’drop and speak’n’drop

Multi-modal (e.g. mouse and voice)

User main task interrupted: e.g. pop-up windows

Model of user part informed by cognitive theory (ICS, Barnard

1985) and results on human factors (e.g. Fitts’ Law studies)

Joint stochastic model comprising behaviour of user, system and
interrupts

Performance Process Algebra models (PEPA)

Analysis by stochastic model checking (PRISM)
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Interacting Cognitive Subsystems

[Barnard & May, 1993]

Operating a mouse
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Movement time (MT) depends on Distance andWidth of object:

MT = a + b log2

!
D

W
+ 1

"

Movement has different phases [Faconti & Massink, 2007]:

planning

ballistic

approaching (under visual control)

adjustment (under visual control, optional)
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Drag’n’drop model

!!!" !" #$%& '(UsrPlanMove
(move,im)

!!

(interrupt,!)

""

!" #$%& '(UsrMove
(vC,vc1)

!!)*+,(interrupt,!)

##

!" #$%& '(UsrOperate
(push,pb)

!!)*+,(interrupt,!)

##

!" #$%& '(UsrSelect
(drag,sd)

!!)*+,(interrupt,!)

##

!" #$%& '(UsrEndMove
(vC,vc2)

!!)*+,(interrupt,!)

##

!" #$%& '(UsrEnd

+),*-. (drop,dd)

"" )*+,(interrupt,!)

##!" #$%& '(SysInterrupt

(clickOK,!)

$$

!!!"!"!" !" #$%& '(SysPlanMove
(move,!)

!!

(interrupt,!)

""

!" #$%& '(SysMove
(push,!)

!!)*+,(interrupt,!)

##

!" #$%& '(SysSelect
(drag,!)

!!)*+,(interrupt,!)

##

!" #$%& '(SysEnd

+),*-. (drop,!)

"" )*+,(interrupt,!)

##!" #$%& '(SysInterrupt

(clickOK,!)

$$

!!!"!"!" !" #$%& '(Interrupt

(interrupt,in)
!!!" #$%& '(InterruptOK

(clickOK,ok)
##

(UsrPlanMove!"{move,push,drag,drop,interrupt,clickOK}

(SysPlanMove!"{interrupt,clickOK}Interrupt))
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Speak’n’drop model: User

!!!"!" !" #$%& '(UsrPlanMoves

(move,im)

""

(i,!)

%%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !" #$%& '(UsrSelect

(startSpeak,ss)

&&""""""""""""
(i,!)

""!" #$%& '(UsrOperate1

(click,mc) ''###########

(startSpeak,ss) &&$$$$$$$$$$

(i,!)

""

!" #$%& '(UsrInterrupt2

(OK,!)
$$ !" #$%& '(UsrSelectSpeak

(endSpeak,!)

((%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%(i,!)
##!" #$%& '(UsrSpeak2

(click,mc)

''&&&&&&&&&&&&

(i,!)))##########!" #$%& '(UsrMove

(visualControl,vc)''''

''''

**'''''

(startSpeak,ss)

++(((((((((((((((( (i,!)
!!!" #$%& '(UsrInterrupt1

(OK,!)

,,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !" #$%& '(UsrInterrupt4

(OK,!)
!!!" #$%& '(UsrEndSpeakSelect

(i,!)
##

)*-. (drop,dd)

""

!" #$%& '(UsrOperate2
(endSpeak,!)

&&""""""""""""

(i,!)--$$$$$$$$$$

!" #$%& '(UsrSpeak1

(visualControl,vc) ''##########

(endSpeak,!) &&$$$$$$$$$$

(i,!)

$$

!" #$%& '(UsrEndSpeakOperate

(click,mc)

..)))))))))))))))))))

(i,!)
""

!" #$%& '(UsrMove2
(visualControl,vc)

##

(i,!)
//&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&!" #$%& '(UsrEndSpeak

(visualControl,vc) ''&&&&&&&&&&&
(i,!)

!!!" #$%& '(UsrInterrupt3
(OK,!)

!!!" #$%& '(UsrEndSpeak2

(move,im)
$$
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M&&T

S’n’D model: System & Interrupts

!!!"!"!"!" !" #$%& '(SysMouse
(move,!)

!!

(interrupt,!)

""

!" #$%& '(SysSelectM
(click,!)

!!)*+,(interrupt,!)

##

!" #$%& '(SysEndM

+),*-. (drop,!)

""

(interrupt,!)

""!" #$%& '(SysInterruptM1

(clickOK,!)

$$ !" #$%& '(SysInterruptM2

(clickOK,!)

$$

!!!"!"!"!" !" #$%& '(SysSpeak
(startSpeak,!)

!!

(interrupt,!)

""

!" #$%& '(SysSelectS
(endSpeak,es)

!!)*+,(interrupt,!)

##

!" #$%& '(SysEndS

+),*-. (drop,!)

""

(interrupt,!)

""!" #$%& '(SysInterruptS1

(clickOK,!)

$$ !" #$%& '(SysInterruptS2

(clickOK,!)

$$

((UsrPlanMoves!"{move,startSpeak,click,endSpeak,drop,interrupt,clickOK}

(SysMouse!"{drop,interrupt,clickOK}SysSpeak))!"{interrupt,clickOK}Interrupt)
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F
M&&T Parameter values

DnD:
im = 1000/910; time of planning (240 ms) plus ballistic (670 ms) movement

vc1 = 1000/290; time of approach + adjust movement

vc2 = 1000/290; as above (1000/120 for procedural case)

in ; interrupt time variable

pb = 1000/120; time of completion of movement finishing with a push button

sd = 1000/680; time planning (0) and ballistic (680 ms)

dd = 1000/120; time to release (120 ms)

ok = 1000/1300; time needed to handle pop-up interrupt (1300 ms)

SnD:
im = 1000/910; time of planning initial movement plus ballistic movement

vc = 1000/290; time of visual control

in ; interrupt time variable

mc = 1000/80; time of completion of movement finishing with a mouse click

ss = 1000/630; time for user to start speaking and completing the utterance

es = 1000/1000; time for user to end speaking (plus recognition and feedback)

dd = 1000/120; time to drag icon to trash and drop it there

ok = 1000/1300; time to handle pop-up interrupt
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F
M&&T Resilience of D’n’D vs. S’n’D

Reward measure: R{’drops’}=?[C<300]
Cumulative number of drop-actions over 300 seconds
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F
M&&T Conclusions and outlook

Resilience to interrupts:

Validation of results by means of empirical data

Inclusion of error behaviour and mode confusion

Further interaction techniques

Bridge between ICO/Petri-Nets and stochastic reward
model-checking

Modelling crowds in smart environments:

Modelling arrival and behaviour patterns

More sophisticated synthesizer programs

Validation of the models by means of empirical studies

Theoretical issues of Fluid Flow analysis

Thanks ReSiST project for support and funding and participants for
their contributions
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F
M&&T FMIS 2009

3rd International Workshop on

Formal Methods for
Interactive Systems

2 November, 2009
Eindhoven

The Netherlands

http://homepages.cs.ncl.ac.uk/michael.harrison/fmis

Satellite of Formal Methods 2009 Conference

Organizers:

Michael Harrison, Newcastle University

Mieke Massink, CNR-ISTI,Pisa
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FOREVER: 
Fault/intrusiOn REmoVal through 

Evolution & Recovery

RESIST

Final Workshop

March 2009

2

Outline

! Project: Team, Metadata and Summary

! Motivation

! The FOREVER Service
– Architecture

– Diversity Management

– Prototype

– Evaluation

! Conclusions and Future Work

! Internal Workshops & Publications
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Project Team (Institutions)

! 3 ReSIST Partners
– Universidade de Lisboa (Portugal)

– City University (UK)

– Università di Pisa (Italy)

! 2 ReSIST Affiliates
– Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (Germany)

– Universidade do Estado de Santa Catarina (Brazil) 

4

Project Team (Persons)

Alysson Bessani @ Lisboa

Alessandro Daidone @ Pisa

Tobias Distler @ Erlangen-Nürnberg

Ilir Gashi @ City

Rüdiger Kapitza @ Erlangen-Nürnberg

Rafael Obelheiro @ Santa Catarina

Hans Reiser @ Lisboa

Paulo Sousa @ Lisboa

Vladimir Stankovic @ City
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Project Metadata

! Keywords

– Byzantine Fault Tolerance

– ACM D.4.5 Fault-tolerance

– Intrusion Tolerance and Resilience

– Self-healing

– ACM H.2.2 Recovery and Restart

– Fault Removal

– Design and Configuration Diversity

5

6

Motivation

! Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) replica coordination protocols are a 
fundamental component of intrusion-tolerant systems

! Looking at BFT in terms of security:

– We have to tolerate faults caused by a malicious and intelligent
adversary, not faults that follow some statistical distribution

! The main motivation for FOREVER are two assumptions typically 
stated on BFT papers:

1. “The system is correct if at most f out of n replicas are faulty”

If an attacker can intrude f replicas, he will potentially intrude one 
more if he has sufficient time

2. “We assume fault independence (i.e., faults are uncorrelated)”

An attacker will try to find and exploit a vulnerability on some
component that is used on every replica.
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Project Summary

! Goal: to develop a middleware service devoted to 
Fault/intrusiOn REmoVal through Evolution & Recovery
– i.e., middleware service performing system recoveries (removing

faults and/or intrusions) and patching the system over time letting it
evolve wrt vulnerabilities

– This service can be used to enhance the resilience of replicated
systems, namely those that can be affected by malicious attacks

! Addresses some research gaps identified in ReSIST D13 
deliverable, namely: 
– GE1: Evolution of Threats

– GD1: Diversity for Security

! Three main tasks
– T1: Definition of the FOREVER service architecture

– T2: Analysis of how diversity can be managed

– T3: Evaluation of the FOREVER service

8

The FOREVER Service (1)

! Recovery
– Time-triggered periodic recoveries

!Every replica is rejuvenated periodically

– Event-triggered reactive recoveries
!When malicious behavior is detected or suspected

! Evolution
– Recovered replicas are different from previous 

incarnations
!operating systems are changed

! configuration diversity rules are applied (e.g., password 
change, port randomization)
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The FOREVER Service (2)

Hybrid model and

architecture

Can be 

compromised!
Cannot be 

compromised!

Diversity Management

! Offline diversity generation

– Pool of pre-built OS images (e.g., Linux, OpenBSD, 

Solaris)

– Different OS image started in each recovery

– FOREVER selects the OS image that is less similar

than the OS images running in the remaining replicas

! Online diversity generation

– FOREVER applies a set of configuration diversity 

rules to the selected OS image

10
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Similarity between OSs

! Based on vulnerability data collected from the NIST 

National Vulnerability Database (NVD) http://nvd.nist.gov

– 1999-2007

– 7 different operating systems

11

Configuration Diversity Rules (examples)

! Address Space Layout Randomisation (ASLR)

– randomizes the memory location of programs data 

and code in each recovery

– reduces the probability of a successful buffer overflow 

attack (one of the most serious security threats)

! Port Randomization

– randomizes network port numbers in each recovery

– an attacker needs to find out on which port a service 

is running before he can access it

!even if he discovered it in the past!

Ongoing attacks need to be restarted after a recovery!
12
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The FOREVER Prototype

! Hybrid architecture  
implemented using a virtual 
machine hypervisor (Xen)

– FOREVER monitors run in a 
privileged domain (dom0)

– Application replicas run on a 
non-privileged domain (dom1)

! File system repository (FSR) 
on dom0

FOREVER

local monitor

XEN

dom0

FSI A

FSI B

FSI C

FSI D

XEN

dom1
(running FSI B)

FSR

Evaluation (1)

! We conducted a preliminary assessment of the 

FOREVER service

! Goal: to evaluate the probability of overall 

system failure when some parameters are 

varied:

– time between recoveries

– (replicas) fault rate

– probability of common vulnerabilities

– effectiveness of configuration diversity rules

14
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Evaluation (2)

! Main results of model-based evaluation:

– Recoveries help in lowering down failure probability

– Running diverse OS in the replicas offers a tenfold 

improvement in security

– Configuration diversity rules decrease failure 

probability

15

16

! BFT systems rely on two “problematic” assumptions:
– At most f faults can happen

– Different replicas do not share the same vulnerabilities

! FOREVER service aims to improve the coverage of these 
assumptions in order to make BFT replication both 
intrusion-tolerant and intrusion-resilient

! FOREVER uses online and offline diversity generation
mechanisms
– Offline: pool of pre-built OS images + similarity engine

– Online: configuration diversity rules

! Preliminary model-based evaluation shows 
effectiveness of FOREVER

Conclusions
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Future Work

! WAN replication
– Degraded service with a partial synchronous FOREVER

! Improved Similarity Engine
– Extend NVD analysis to take into account 

! other software packages

! vulnerabilities type, severity, access vector, …

! Prototype
– Implement fully-fledged prototype and release as open source

! Experimental Evaluation

To be addressed in a long-term project! (we hope)

18

Internal Workshops

! 1st Workshop @ Lisboa, Portugal
– 19-20 February 2008

– 7 participants

– 3 technical sessions, total of 6 presentations

! 2nd Workshop @ Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany
– 14-15 July 2008

– 8 participants

– 3 technical sessions, total of 5 presentations

! 3rd Workshop @ Firenze, Italy
– 14-15 October 2008

– 8 participants

– 3 technical sessions, total of 5 presentations
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! The FOREVER Service for Fault/Intrusion Removal 
P. Sousa, A. Bessani, R. Obelheiro
WRAITS 2008 (@ EuroSys 2008), Glasgow, UK, Apr 2008.

! Efficient State Transfer for Hypervisor-Based Proactive Recovery
T. Distler, R. Kapitza, H. P. Reiser
WRAITS 2008 (@ EuroSys 2008), Glasgow, UK, Apr 2008.

! FOREVER: Fault/intrusiOn REmoVal through Evolution & Recovery
A. Bessani, H. P. Reiser, P. Sousa, I. Gashi, V. Stankovic, T. Distler, R. Kapitza, A. 
Daidone, R. Obelheiro
Middleware'08 companion, Leuven, Belgium, Dec 2008. 

! On the Effects of Diversity on Intrusion Tolerance
A. Bessani, R. Obelheiro, P. Sousa, I. Gashi
Tech. Report DI-FCUL 08-30, Dep. of Informatics, Univ. of Lisbon, Dec 2008.

! Enhancing Failure / Intrusion Tolerance through Design and Configuration 
Diversity
A. Bessani, A. Daidone, I. Gashi, R. Obelheiro, P. Sousa, V. Stankovic
Submitted.

Publications

20

Thank You!
http://forever.di.fc.ul.pt/
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Honeypots:
malicious fault characterization exploiting
honeypot data

Corrado Leita

Olivier Thonnard

Jouni Viinikka

Vladimir Stankovic

Ilir Gashi

Urko Zurutuza

Marco Serafini

InternetInternet
malwaremalware

Challenges

Quantitative data +
Analysis tools      =
Knowledge

EnterpriseEnterprise
LANLAN
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Getting quantitative data

• Honeypots: “information system resource whose value lies in
unauthorized or illicit use of that resource” (Spitzner)

• The main challenge: monitoring the “Internet weather” is a
complex task

SGNET

• Distributed honeypot deployment
– 30 sensors deployed in different networks all around the world

– Partnership open to anybody interested

• What makes it “different”:
– Protocol agnostic approach (ScriptGen): we do not assume to know a

priori what we are going to face

– Oriented to code injection attacks: exploitation of software
vulnerabilities to take control of a victim
• Common propagation vector for self-propagating malware

• Allows to collect malware samples
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SGNET data collection framework

In
te

rn
et

In
te

rn
et

AV identification

statistics

Behavioralinformation

Code Injection information
Malware

SGNET 
dataset

Mining the data

• Event identification (RAID 2008)
– Identify interesting events/anomalies

– Correlation: is an event witnessed on multiple sensors? Why?

• Attack impact (submit at IEEE NCA09)
– How “dangerous” are these activities?

– How do modern AV products perform in detecting the downloaded
malware?

How to identify interesting events?
What is their impact?
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Event identification

• Combination of
– Clustering techniques developed in EURECOM

– Time series analysis techniques developed by Orange Research
for IDS alert logs

Identified challenges

• Problems
– Inertia: big peaks “mask”

smaller ones

– “False positives”: identification
of minor activity peaks in the
middle of the activity period

• Lesson learnt:
– The characteristics of the time

series are different from typical
IDS alert sequences

– Possible ways to circumvent
these problems
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Malware and AV detection

• How to benchmark AV engines?
– Complexity problem: the engines exploit diversity using different

analysis techniques to detect malware. Not all components can
be easily evaluated (example: behavioral detection)

– Labeling problem: it is a difficult (impossible?) task to determine
the correctness of an alert
• Example: given malware M, if a detector classifies it as N, is it correct?

• How can I know that a malware is M in the first place??

– Ambiguities: should a corrupted malware sample be
recognized?

• Analysis simplifications:
– Consider solely the signature-based detection engine

– Consider detection as binary: any alert is a success

– Filter out corrupted binaries

SGNET dataset and AV detection

• Automated interaction with VirusTotal
– On the download day, the sample is analyzed with the most up-

to-date version of the AV signatures

• Submission policy
– Each sample is submit multiple times to VirusTotal

• At least 30 days

• Stop condition: last 7 reports are identical

– Evolutionary view on the detection rate
• How long does it take to detect a previously undetected sample?

• Analysis carried out on 1599 malware samples
downloaded by SGNET over a period of 8 months
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Malware “difficulty” (over 20 days)

Failure in 
all 20 days

Success in 
all 20 days

Evolutionary
changes

“Temporal clustering”

• Cluster together vendors exhibiting similar temporal behavior
in their detection rate

Detection 
rate
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Regressions

• How did the detection ability
evolve?

• The expected case (0 to 1)
was not the only one
observed

• We identified a considerable
number of “regressions” (1
to 0)
– Possible reason: signature

pulled back because of false
positives

• Can we eliminate these
regressions through
diversity?

1oo2 evaluation

• What is the performance improvement obtained by combining
together two vendors?

96 pairs reach 0% failure rate
163 pairs reach a failure rate better than any

engine considered alone

Big 
improvement

Small/no
improvement
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Perspectives

• The “honeypots mini-project”
– Many institutions and research backgrounds

– Integration of different backgrounds, research perspectives

– Some interesting results…

– … and even more open doors to future research!

© 2007 Symantec Corporation. All rights reserved.  

THIS DOCUMENT IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT INTENDED AS ADVERTISING. ALL WARRANTIES RELATING TO THE INFORMATION IN THIS
DOCUMENT, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARE DISCLAIMED TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT ALLOWED BY LAW. THE INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMENT IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE.

Thank You!

Corrado Leita

Corrado_Leita@symantec.com
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H. Moniz  P. Masci  A. Tedeschi 

RAPTOR
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Project

! Members

! University of Lisboa

! University of Pisa

! Deep Blue

! Opportunity for multi-disciplinary collaboration

! Distributed Systems (Dependability)

! Air Transportation

! Goal: apply distributed system models and techniques to devise 

dependable solutions for decentralized air traffic management 
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Outline

! Application Scenario: Air Traffic Management (ATM)

! Current Approach in ATM

! An alternative approach: Airborne Self-Separation

! Satisficing Game Theory (SGT)

! Evaluation of SGT

! The RAPTOR Architecture

! Conclusion
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Application Scenario: Air Traffic Management 

! Air Traffic Management (ATM) is the dynamic and integrated management 

of air traffic flow to minimize delays and congestion while guaranteeing 

safety and efficiency of operation in airspace

! ATM presents a wireless operational environment with strict safety 

requirements
! Failures can result in catastrophic consequences

! Provides an opportunity to address some ReSIST research gaps within a 

specific real-world application scenario
! GE3 Distributed System Models

! GE9 Complexity and Self-Organization

! GA8   Evaluation of Dynamic Systems

! GA10 Trust and Cooperation
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Current Approach in Air Traffic Management

! Based on rigid off-line flight planning

! airspace statically divided 
into sectors and airways

! Air Traffic Controllers (ACTOs) are the central 
authority within each sector

! Heavy Reliance on ATCOs

! Controllers’ skills are a fundamental factor

! Little to no autonomy for aircraft crews
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Problem Statement

! Current approach does not scale and is close to saturation

! With the increase in air traffic worldwide, future generation of ATM will 

require more automation and sophisticated decision support tools to solve 

conflicts and improve global system performance
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An alternative Approach: Airborne Self-Separation

! Pilots can choose the route of the aircraft 

at run-time

! Scalable

! Economic

! Convenient

! Must be supported by appropriate technologies and procedures

! Aircraft are already equipped with a communication system which 

allows aircraft to exchange messages useful to assist the flight crew 

! What is missing is a reliable & decentralized procedure for conflict 

detection and resolution
" A conflict, within out context, is any two or more aircraft who come within an unsafe

distance of each other
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Decentralized Procedure for Automated Conflict Detection and 

Resolution

! Requirements

! Aircraft must coordinate their maneuvering to prevent collisions

! Maneuvers must ensure an overall traffic optimization, in terms of 

aircraft trajectories and global delays

! The solution must scale to high traffic densities

! A Solution

! Satisficing Game Theory (SGT), supported by appropriate services

for a robust  and dependable system
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Satisficing Game Theory in ATM

! Independent, Collaborative, Adaptive Agents are used to model 

Air Traffic

! Agents exchange their state with other agents in the proximity radius, 

and apply a deterministic algorithm to guarantee conflict resolution and 

to optimize the the overall traffic flow
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The SGT Algorithm 

! At each time step, each aircraft will exchange information about its 

position, current direction, destination, flight time and delay with the 

neighbouring aircraft .

! These information are used to calculate selectability and rejectability 

functions 

! Selectability considers the benefits of a given direction in terms of the 

aircraft goals and of the overall traffic optimisation 

! Rejectability functions considers the costs of a given direction in terms 

of potential safety problems

! Each aircraft chooses the direction that maximises the difference 

between selectability and rejectability
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Pros and Cons of Satisficing Game Theory 

! Pros

! Cooperative approach that optimizes the overall traffic, while 

ensuring conflict detection and resolution.

! The decentralized, distributed, and automated nature of the approach 

ensures good scalability.

! Cons

! Strong assumption on communication services: 

synchronized communication and without any kind of error
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Some Evaluation Results

! We are evaluated the system in Omnet++ for different scenarios and tests cases, 

gathering insights on SGT behaviour, when  real-world  aspects,  such as 

transmission  delays, packet loss, and different types of maneuvering options.

!Neighbourhood size perceived by an aircraft during the seconds preceding a 

con!ict. 

! The trace !uctuates, which means that some aircraft were suddenly disappearing 

from the point of view of the considered aircraft, since the wireless communication 

is inherently lossy.
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Some Evaluation Results

! In order to contrast the effects of message loss, we instrumented SGT 

such that the position of neighbouring aircraft could be approximated by 

using also the most recent received messages.

! Additionally, we allowed  aircraft to perform sharper direction changes 

(upto 10 degrees per time unit) . 

!Number of incidents during ten simulations for different aircraft settings:  

aircraft settings 1 and 2 allow direction changes up to 5 degrees, while 

setting 3 and 4 allow direction changes up to 10 degrees; setting 2 and 4 

approximate the position of neighboring aircraft by using also the most 

recent received messages.
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Failure Scenario

! Aircraft are ranked based on their state. This ranking determines who 

must maneuver around whom.

! If two aircraft in a collision course have incomplete or outdated information 

about each other, it is possible for each of them to calculate contradictory 

rankings that, in turn, may lead them into maneuvering decisions that 

further puts them into a conflict

! Additionally, may the communications subsystem of one of them fail, even 

if only temporarily, before the information about each other is harmonized, 

it is possible that a collision happens since both of them could be 

convinced that it is responsibility of the other one to maneuver around
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Gap between SGT assumptions and the environment

! Strong assumptions: aircraft have consistent and fresh information
! Synchronous

! Reliable

! Wireless environments are not reliable
! Noise, fading, interference, etc.

! Messages can be lost or corrupted

! A system model that considers unreliable communication links
! Synchronous (GPS makes possible clock synchronization with enough accuracy)

! Unreliable links
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Agreement Protocols

! The system is modeled as set of n processes (i.e., the aircraft) that exchange 

information in synchronous steps. 

! In order to capture the transient nature of faults in wireless environments it is 

determined that the transmissions of up to f processes per round may be faulty 

where n = 3f + 1. (Future protocols are unrestricted in terms of fault source 

distribution) 

! This includes both omission faults (where a message is lost) and corruption 

faults (where the contents of a message are changed). 

! Protocols
! Binary Consensus: agreement on a binary value

! Multi-Valued Consensus: agreement on a value from an arbitrary domain

! Terminating Reliable Broadcast: all processes receive the same message
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The RAPTOR Architecture
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Services for Airborne Self-Separation

! Group Membership service: based on the aircraft geographic distribution at 

each instant, organizes aircraft into groups

! Rank Consistency service: ensures a consistent ranking of the aircraft (from an 

SGT perspective) within each group

! View Augmentation service: provides a consistent view of the adjacent groups 

of aircraft
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Conclusions

! We explored the possibility of enhancing the resilience of an algorithm based on 

Satisficing Game Theory (SGT) for distributed conflict resolution and traffic 

optimization in Air Traffic Management.

! While evaluating SGT in Omnet++ , we obtained insights on the reliability of the 

approach (or lack thereof), and pointed out the shortcomings when introducing 

real-world constraints, such as unreliable communication.

! A fault-tolerant architecture was designed to obtain a more robust system. We 

propose a layered approach to develop an effective and dependable conflict 

resolution system for Airborne Self-Separation.
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Publications

! ‘Services for fault-tolerant conflict resolution in air traffic management’. In 

Proceedings of the 2008 RISE/EFTS Joint International Workshop on Software 

Engineering for Resilient Systems. (published)

! ‘A Distributed Systems Approach to Airborne Self-Separation’. Book 

Chapter for ‘Computational Models, Software Engineering and Advanced 

Technologies in Air Transportation: Next Generation Applications’, to be 

published in 2010 by IGI Global (accepted for publication)

! ‘Modelling and Evaluation of a Game Theory approach for Airborne 

Con!ict Resolution in Omnet++’, accepted for publication in Proceedings of 

the Second International Conference on Dependability (DEPEND 2009)
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Testing in Mobile Settings (TMS)

Zoltan Micskei (BUTE), Minh Duc N!Guyen (LAAS), Nicolas

Rivière (LAAS), Hélène Waeselynck (LAAS)

!"#$#%&'()*+&,-./01-23&45647&8*.91&5::;3&%-<+-<0"

2

Mobile computing systems

! Dynamicity of system structure
" Involved nodes, connectivity

! Communication with unknown partners in a local
vicinity

! Context awareness

" Policies to update the view and react to contextual
changes
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Testing: state of the art

! Traditional distributed systems
" Platforms with dedicated test interfaces, dedicated test languages

(TTCN-3)

" Use of graphical scenario languages (MSC, UML SD) to support
design & validation activities

" Formal approaches in the protocol community

SDL model ! test purposes " test cases

" Passive testing approaches

! Mobile computing systems
" Experimental platforms with simulation facilities (mainly for

evaluation purposes)

" Testing issues have been little explored so far

" Pioneering work based on SDL models (but SDL is not well-suited
to mobile settings)

" No established modeling framework for mobile computing systems

In TMS, investigation of
scenario-based approaches

4

Scenario-Based Testing

Requirement scenarios: capture key properties

Test purposes: behavior to be covered by testing

Test cases: interactions of test components and SUT, verdict assignment

Test execution traces: actual, monitored traces
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Overview of the mini-project

! Definition of extensions to current test scenario
languages

" Example: UML 2.0 Sequence Diagrams

! Development of automated treatments for test
scenario descriptions
" Graph matching problems

" Semantics of UML 2.0 Sequence Diagrams

! Conclusion and perspective

6

Interaction scenarios in mobile settings?

! Current languages: focus on the partial order of communication events

! But the underlying spatial configuration is equally important to
characterize scenarios in mobile settings

! Absence of broadcast constructs

! How to represent broadcast in a local vicinity (e.g., « hello » messages
for group discovery)?

A split & merge fail scenario
for a location-based GMP

1 2 4

GetLeader

LeaderAddress

GroupInfo

GroupChange

Failure

GroupChange

3

GroupChange
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Accounting for mobile settings in UML SD

x y
<<safeDistance>>

C2

x y
<<communicationDistanceOnly>>

C1

!"#$%&$'!(&)*

"#$%&$'!+,-.&/!$0

'$1)')2!/3$#40

sd example 3

assert

x : Node y : Node

<<broadcast>> hello

SPConnectionChanges([x], [])

CHANGE(C2)

<<broadcast>> hello

{id = 1}

{id = 1}

INITIALCONFIG = C1

!5()-%!(&)*

6,-.&/73$%&,-!+4$-/)0!$0!/',1$'

)()-%0

8,#,',/9:$*$3)

13,$2+$0%

8

Example of usage: requirement scenarios

x y
<<safeDistance>>

C2

x y
<<communicationDistanceOnly>>

C1

sd example 3

assert

x : Node y : Node

<<broadcast>> hello

SPConnectionChanges([x], [])

CHANGE(C2)

<<broadcast>> hello

{id = 1}

{id = 1}

INITIALCONFIG = C1

1. Determine which physical nodes of the trace

match the nodes specified in the spatial view

2. Analyze the order of events in the identified

configurations

Does the test trace fulfill the requirement expressed by the
scenario?

Graph matching

UML SD
semantics
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Overview of the mini-project

! Definition of extensions to current test scenario
languages

" Example: UML 2.0 Sequence Diagrams

! Development of automated treatments for test
scenario descriptions
" Graph matching problems

" Semantics of UML 2.0 Sequence Diagrams

! Conclusion and perspective

10

Basic facility: graph homomorphism building

Does G1 appear as a
subgraph of G2?

Graph G1 Graph G2

Build a graph
homomorphism
from G1 to G2

! Has been extensively studied in the litterature

! Including for graphs with:
" Tuples of labels, e.g. node < "140.93.5.235", 1, 5>

" Label variables, e.g. node < x, 1, 5>

!"##$%&'()'%(*+,'-

."/0"1$(%'12"1'0%$)$+,'12+'/"3+/,
Tool from

[Guennoun et al.]
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Reasoning on sequences of graphs

Patterns
(from the scenario)

Concrete configs
(from the trace)

!"###!###!$###!###!%

&"#!#&$#!#&%#!#&'#!#&(#!#&)#!#&*#!#&+

,-./01#2#32//045#!6#728#.99:4#65#;0<042=#&>#?0@.40#/A0#9.5@6B#9A25B0;#/.#!6C"D

! Our need: search for a sequence of configuration patterns in a
concrete trace

! A match is defined as:
" A valuation for all variables in the patterns (including symbolic node ids)

" Start & end dates for the successive configurations in the trace

Implementation of a tool: GraphSeq

12

GraphSeq (1)

! Ensures consistent valuation choices throughout a sequence

! Accounts for nodes that appear and disappear

If variable x appears in P1, P3, 
it must keep the same valuation

in C2, C3, C5, C6, C7 !"###!###!$###!###!%

&"#!#&$#!#&%#!#&'#!#&(#!#&)#!#&*#!#&+

5" 5" 5$

!" !$

!2//045;

" $ " " $% " '

&" &$ &% &'

E4290 !"!"!

F@#72/9A65B#6;#5"#1G#" $#9255./#72/9A#5$

,$#6;#5./#50HD

E425;6/6.5#!"#/.#!$

728#?0#I0/09/0I#2/

&%J#&'#.4#=2/04
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GraphSeq (2)

! Temporal window of the match is maximal

! First experimentation with GraphSeq
" Validation with 900 randomly generated sequences

" Analysis of traces from a location-based GMP case study

" Connection to a mobility simulator ([Bai et al.], Univ. South California)

GraphSeq does not return
this match (not maximal)

!"###!###!$###!###!%

&"#!#&$#!#&%#!#&'#!#&(#!#&)#!#&*#!#&+

14

Overview of the mini-project

! Definition of extensions to current test scenario
languages

" Example: UML 2.0 Sequence Diagrams

! Development of automated treatments for test
scenario descriptions
" Graph matching problems

" Semantics of UML 2.0 Sequence Diagrams

! Conclusion and perspective
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Goal: analysis of the event view

x y
<<safeDistance>>

C2

x y
<<communicationDistanceOnly>>

C1

sd example 3

assert

x : Node y : Node

<<broadcast>> hello

SPConnectionChanges([x], [])

CHANGE(C2)

<<broadcast>> hello

{id = 1}

{id = 1}

INITIALCONFIG = C1

1. Determine which physical nodes of the trace

match the nodes specified in the spatial view

2. Analyze the order of events in the identified

configurations

Does the test trace fulfil the requirement expressed by the
scenario?

Graph matching

UML SD

semantics

16

UML SD Semantics?

! Problem does not originate from our mobility-related concepts…

! … But from the core UML SD constructs

! Informal semantics in the OMG specification
" Scattered throughout the text

" Unclear meaning of some operators

! Semantics variation points allowing specialization to target domain
of usage
" Not always explicit where the variation points should be…

# Nothing such as « the » semantics of UML SD!!!
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Formal semantics

!"#$"%#&'()'*+

,#-./0%1,

Name Reference Formalism Years Comments / Tools 

Störrle [7] traces of events 2003-2004  

STAIRS [17] 
traces of events, 

transitional systems 
2003-2007 Implemented in Maude 

Cavarra and Filipe [9] ASM 2004  

Cengarle and Knapp [11] traces of events 2004-2007  

Küster-Filipe [10] event structures 2005-2006  

P-UMLaut [13] M-nets 2005 P-UMLaut tool 

Grosu and Smolka [18] Büchi automaton 2005  

Hammal [19] partial orders 2006  

MSD [15] Büchi automaton 2006-2007 synchronous systems, S2A tool 

Knapp and Wuttke [12] interaction automaton 2006-2007 HUGO/RT model checker 

Thread-tag based [14] pomsets 2007  

CPN [16] Colored Petri nets  2007 synchronous systems 

 

18

Categorization of the semantics choices

! Interpretation of a basic chart
" what is a trace?

" complete / partial traces

! Introducing operators (CombinedFragments)
" weak sequencing as the default composition operator

" synchronization on entering and exiting fragments

! Computing partial orders
" General Approaches: interleaving semantics vs. true concurrency, partial orders are explicitly

given (automata, event structures) or not (rules to generate traces)

" (Guarded) choices: non local choice, well-definedness of predicates, when to evaluate guards?

! Introducing gates
" ill definedness problems, in-lining vs. composition

! Interpretation of conformance-related operators
" Assert/Negate

" Ignore/Consider

" Nesting of operators

" Traces that are both valid and invalid
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Example

Interpretation of conformance-related operators: Negate

! The trace is both valid and invalid (e.g., Knapp, STAIRS)

! The trace is invalid (e.g., MSD)
" Neg is syntactic sugar for a global false condition at the end of the fragment

! Definition of alternative operators to express forbidden behavior: not (Knapp),
refuse (Lund)

! Syntactic restrictions on the use of Neg: should be used only at the
top level (Störrle)

sd p14

neg

a : A b : B

m1

Is the following trace 

valid or invalid ?

!m1, ?m1

m1

20

Outcome of the review of the semantics

! Structured view of where the choices are, and what the alternatives
consist of

! Can be used as a guide for choosing a semantics suitable for a target
domain

! Allowed us to define TERMOS (Test Requirement language for Mobile
Settings)
" Syntactic restrictions to UML SD + interpretation choices

sd example 3

assert

x : Node y : Node

<<broadcast>> hello

SPConnectionChanges([x], [])

CHANGE(C2)

<<broadcast>> hello

{id = 1}

{id = 1}

INITIALCONFIG = C1
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Conclusion and perspective

! No established modeling framework to support model-
based testing of mobile computing systems

! Our investigation: interaction scenarios in mobile settings
" Spatial configuration must be a first-class concept …

" … which yields graph matching problems (GraphSeq tool)

" Close look into the semantics of UML SD (allowing us to propose a
semantics well-suited for our purpose)

! Perspective: enrich the spatial view
" Min/max duration constraints for the configurations

" Constraints on the valuation of configuration variables

" … Any other extension to enrich the representation of the context?
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